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Enterprises today are rapidly moving away from rigid hardware and monolithic solutions, traditionally a roadblock to scalability. Even as they look to expand and add new sites/units, businesses must contain costs if they are to maintain their bottom line. This is why cloud computing emerged as a viable technology, combining flexible pricing, with agile and seamlessly upgradable software.

According to Gartner, cloud-based software-as-a-service (SaaS) will completely change how enterprises approach resource management, business planning, and financial/payment-related tasks.

Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) is a global system implementation partner for Oracle NetSuite Cloud Applications, covering their entire cloud applications portfolio. We guide initial rollouts, provide technical support, and customize offerings across NetSuite Financials, NetSuite One World, CRM, and Ecommerce. This helps reduce IT costs by up to 65% and audit timelines by up to 45%, while auctioning two-tier ERP for large-scale enterprises.

Overview

As cloud computing enters its second decade of maturity, global application providers are looking to leverage this promising technology to transform legacy IT ecosystems. Cloud-based solutions require zero hardware purchase and minimal investments in ongoing maintenance. This holds immense potential for large companies, looking to improve their enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems and business processes, while reaching new benchmarks in user experience.

However, transitioning your entire ERP landscape could prove to be a challenge. Instead, it is more important to isolate impact areas, adopt mission-critical applications such as payment modules and CRM, and consider individualized ERP layers for hubs and branches.

TCS is an Oracle NetSuite implementation partner. It provides an agile, two-tier ERP framework for companies to action their existing corporate ERP, based on Oracle, SAP, or other platforms, while moving auxiliary sites to Oracle NetSuite. Starting with as-is infrastructure analysis, TCS outlines technology fitment, implements, and delivers robust support services, reducing IT spends by up to 65%. This also readies large-scale enterprises for mergers and acquisitions, decoupling IT systems from core functionalities, and standardizing processes after mergers.

Our Solution

We help enterprises maximize their resource potential via a two-tier NetSuite ERP implementation. Our solution covers the following salient areas:

**Cloud assessment and orchestration** – Evaluates existing frameworks to gauge infrastructure maturity and cloud readiness; conducts gap analysis and NetSuite fitment study to recommend implementation strategies

**Business/financial process transformation** – Overhauls legacy business systems and payment/transaction frameworks, integrating the same into NetSuite cloud ecosystems. (see Figure 1)

**Two-tier NetSuite ERP implementation** – Enables two-tier ERP models for large enterprises and moves smaller units/divisions to NetSuite One World Cloud Platform, combining the benefits of corporate ERP (at HQ) and Tier 2 ERP (at regional sites)

**Mergers and acquisition integration** – Streamlines mergers and acquisitions with a migration toolkit and a template-based approach for post-merger standardization; prepares acquisition-ready business units for divestiture by facilitating fully independent IT systems

**Customized solutions delivery** – Delivers tailored solutions on the NetSuite development platform, such as business intelligence, reporting tools, and graphics modules, among others

**360-degree support services** – Offers complete support across L1, L2, L3 layers, application enhancements and quality assurance (QA), and regression testing, with full or partial ownership

Key Benefits

By harnessing TCS’ Implementation Services for Oracle NetSuite Cloud, you could achieve the following:

**Process agility** – Transform operations across multiple units/subsidiaries/departments with a single NetSuite One World Cloud Platform; easily onboard new competencies with built-in support for 190+ currencies, 90+ payment formats, 20+ languages, and financial consolidation features

**ROI enhancement** – Improve your bottom-line with 40-70% reduction in time to close the books, 25-45% shorter audit completion and support timelines, and 40-60% lower IT support spends

**Total cost of ownership (TCO) reduction** – Optimize technology investments by leveraging industry-best cloud models, eliminating the need for upfront capital and continual deep maintenance costs

**Pan-enterprise transparency** – Gain end-to-end visibility into organizational processes across multiple units/departments/locations, utilize advanced analytics to aid decision-making

The TCS Advantage

Partner with us to leverage the following differentiators:


**A dedicated center of excellence** – TCS’ NetSuite Center of Excellence (CoE) is committed to research, strategic discussions, and thought leadership around NetSuite products, ensuring agile delivery and streamlined ecosystem transformation.

**Domain and technical expertise** – We bring years of experience in technology implementations and upgrades, with an expansive team of industry SMEs and technical experts, carrying deep NetSuite product knowledge.

**In-house NetSuite accelerators** – We provide reusable components to enable modular deployment, with proven accelerators to shrink delivery timelines.

‘Global’ and ‘local’ footprint – TCS is a proven IT partner to leading enterprises across sectors and geographies, with a strong presence in 44 countries and localized knowledge to support individualized, customer-specific implementation services frameworks.
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About Tata Consultancy Services Ltd (TCS)
Tata Consultancy Services is an IT services, consulting and business solutions organization that partners with many of the world’s largest businesses in their transformation journeys. TCS offers a consulting-led, Cognitive powered, integrated portfolio of IT, Business & Technology Services, and engineering. This is delivered through its unique Location Independent Agile delivery model, recognized as a benchmark of excellence in software development. A part of the Tata group, India’s largest multinational business group, TCS has over 394,000 of the world’s best-trained consultants in 46 countries. The company generated consolidated revenues of US $19.09 billion for year ended March 31, 2018 and is listed on the BSE (formally Bombay Stock Exchange) and the NSE (National Stock Exchange) in India.
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